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I. Introduction 

In this talk we will present recent experimental results from SPEAK 

on electron-positron annihilation reactions. The first result we will 

discuss (in Section II) is the observation of a new resonance in e+e'- +- 

hadtons. (1) This new state occurs at a center of mass energy of 3772 McV 

and is thus just above the threshold for the production of charmed particles. 

We shall refer to this state as the $(3772). 

One of the special things about the $(3772) is that it is a copious 
+- and clean source of D charmed mesons; the reaction e e -t J1(3772) + DC 

produces D's which have well-defined kinematics and little background. In 

Section III we give results, based on this reaction, on measurements of the 

Do and D+ masses accurate to better than 1 MeV, on the observation of a new 
i- + 

decay mode D- + Ksr-, and on the D production angular distribution. (2) 

The last topic we shall discuss (in Section IV) is the production of 

anomalous electrons. We will consider two-prong events of the type e'e--+ 
+- -+ + 

or e-‘(hadron) i 
ev , with or without additional photons, and also multi- 

+ 
prong events of the form e+e- -+ e- + two or more charged particles, with or 

without additional neutrals. The two-prong data will be compared to the 

results expected from the production and decay of a paSr of heavy Septons. 

Assumiug these eventscomeonly from this source we calculate the branching 

ratios B(T --+ e-<e\jT) and B(T -+ charged hadron 4- neutrals). (3) The 

.- .-.. _ ---,- - .- 

“!,fork suppo~ i:cd iu part b;T the &qXil‘tIJlent Of F.JlfrFY. 

(I:nvited talk pre;ented at izhe Luropean Conferewe on Particle Physics, 
July 4-9, 1977, Budapest, Hungary.) 
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multiprong sample, particularly from the $(3772), will be used to derive a 

value for the semi-leptonic branching ratio of the D mason, 

The results presented here are due to the work of the Lead Glass Wall 

Collaboration. (4) The data wara collected with the SLAC-LBL Mark I 

magnetic detector (5) to which had been added a lead glass detector (3) 

which covers a part of the solid angle (see Figure 1 for a view of the 

apparatus along the beam line). The lead glass system is used for the 

detection of electrons, photons and neutral pions and will be discussed 

in Section IV. 

The data sample has been divided into four center of mass energy 

ranges: 3.76-3.79, 4.15, 4.4-5.7, and 6.4-7.4 GeV. Table I lists the 

average energy, the integrated luminosity, and the total number of detected 

hadron events for each energy region. 

TABLE I 

Average center of mass energy (% ,.m,), integrated luminosity (/Ldt), 
and the number of detected hadron events (Whad) for each of four center 
of mass energy ranges. 

Center of Mass 
Energy Range 

WJ) 
%.m. ZLdt 

(GeV) W-l) 
Nhad 

3.76 - 3.79 3.77 1.2 25,000 

4.15 4.15 1.0 16,000 

4.4 - 5.7 4.9 2.5 32,000 

6;4 - 7.4 6.9 5.1 44,000 

We mention two reports. in these proceedings with experimental results 

closely related to those presented here: Goldhaber summarizes the experi- 
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Fig. 1. The Mark I magnetic detector with the lead glass 
wall add-on in a view along the beam line. The - 
two proportional chambers around the beam pipe . . 
and the trigger counters are not shown. 
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mental data on the D and D*, and Timm reviews the recent experimental 

results from DORIS. 

II. Observation of a New Resonance in e+e- + hadrons: the Q(3772) 

Until quite recently there has been a sparsity of data on the total 

cross section for e+e- annihilation into hadrons (uhad) in the center of 

mass energy region between the $(3684)(:$') and 3.9 GeV.(6) In the past 

month at SPEAR we have been running in this energy region in order to 

obtain measurements of u had with high statistics. The results are shown 

in Figure 2 where we have plotted the ratio R of ahad to the theoretical 

cross section (a u 2 for e+e- + lJ+!J-. Figure 2a shows R before the appli- 

cation of radiative corrections. (7) We observe a resonant structure at 

about 3.77 GeV with a shape distorted somewhat by the radiative tail of 

the JI'. 

This data must be corrected for radiative effects in the initial state. 

These corrections take .account of the @', the $(3095), the resonant 

structure at 3.77 GeV, and the continuum. (1) The corrected values of R 

are plotted in Figure 2b. To show how the resonance at 3.77 GeV fits into 

the R landscape we plot in Figure 3 the data of Figure 2b along with a 

point at 3.6 GeV and previous measurements (8,9) of R from the SLAC-LBL 

Collaboration (taken also in the Mark I detector). 

In order to evaluate quantitatively the parameters of the resonant 

peak around 3.77 GeV, we have fit the radiatively corrected data to a 

Breit-Wigner expression plus a background term. One acceptable fit (x2 = 

16.9 for 15 degrees of freedom) is shown in Figure 2b. The curve is given 

by: 

'had R=r=R BW + %G 
tclJ 

(11.1) 
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Fig. 3. Radiatively corrected values of R vs. E,-,-. The 
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Gith 

R e2L reer(Ec m ) 

" (I M2 (E l h 

(11.2) 

VP c.m. - Ml2 + r (Ecem,)/4 

where M is the mass of the resonance, T ee is the partial width to e+e-, 

and I'(Ec m ) is the total width which is a function of the center of mass . . 

energy EC m As we shall see in Section III, the resonance decays copiously . . 

into DE so it is appropriate to take an energy dependence for T which in* 

eludes a p wave barrier factor: (10) 

p: 
3 

r(E) Oc 
P+ 

1 + (rpo)2 
-t 

1 + (rp+12 
(11.3) 

with p, and p+ the momenta, respectively, of the Do and D+ coming from D 

pair production and r an interaction radius (for the fit shown, r = 3 

fm. but acceptable fits are obtained for any value of r > 1 fm.). The 

background term RBG is not critical and was taken for this fit to be a 

constant plus a constant times (pz + p:). 

The parameters for the $(3772) based on this fit, with errors which 

take into account the uncertainty in the form of the fitting function, are 

given in Table II. Also given are the previously measured parameters of 

the other isolated J, resonances. (8,11,1*) 
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TABLE II 

Resonance parameters for the isolated J1 resonances. l' is the full 
width, Pee is the partial width to electron pairs, and Bee is the branching 
fraction to electron pairs. Errors on the mass include a 0.13% uncertainty 
in the absolute energy calibration of SPEAR. The mass difference between 
the j~(3684) and $(3772) is 88 2 3 MeV/c2. 

State Mass r 

(MeV/c2) (MeV/c2) 

r ee 

(keV/c2) 
B ee 

J, (3095) 3095 f 4 0.069 f 0.015 4.8 + 0.6 0.069 + 0.009 

$(3684) 3684 f 5 0.228 f 0.056 2.1 z!z 0.3 (9.3 + 1.6) x 1O-3 

JI 0772) 3772 + 6 28 + 5 0.37 + 0.09 (1.3 f- 0.2) x 1o-5 

$(4414) 4414 k 7 33 + 10 0.44 f 0.14 (1.3 + 0.3) x 1o-5 

One possible interpretation of the $(3772) is that it is the 3Dl 
state of charmonium. Indeed, Lane and Eichten, (13) updating the calcu- 

lations of .Eichten et al. (14) to take account of the measured Do mass, 

3 predicted over one year ago the existence of a Dl charmonium state with 

a mass of 3.77 GeV, a total width equal to that of the $(3772), and a value 

for Tee about a factor of two lower than the measured value for 9(3772). 

If the $(3772) is a state of charmonium then it should decay, with normal 

hadronic width, into the Zweig-allowed channel DE. In the next section 

we shall demonstrate the existence of this decay mode. 

For a detailed summary of the charmonium model the reader should 

consult the report of Jackson in these proceedings. 
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111. Study of D Mesons from $(3772) + DD' 

+ + 
A. D Production; D- + KSa- 

The $(3772) lies below the threshold for DD* (3869 MeV) or D& 

(3861 MeV) production. Thus in the region of this resonance D's can 

only be produced in the pair production reaction e+e- -t DE. Each D 

meson must have an energy equal to the beam energy EB = EC m /2 and 
. . 

the D mass m can be evaluated from the total momentum p of its decay 

products according to the equation: 

(111.1) 

This kinematic constraint is useful for reducing the background relative 

to the D signal and for improving the mass resolution. 

In Figure 4 we plot the mass value given by equation III.1 for 

particle combinations in multihadronic events corresponding to five decay 

modes of the D. For these plots the center of mass energy is restricted 
+ 

to the range 3.76 to 3.79 GeV. Time of flight is used to identify K' and 

71+ (15) . Neutral kaons are identified by measurement of the IT+*- invariant 

mass and by consistency of the dipion momentum at the decay vertex with 

the kaon line of flight. (16) A particle combination, with a particle type 

assigned to each track, is plotted only if the total energy of the particles 

is within 50 MeV of the beam energy. 

There is a clear D signal in each of the five modes, demonstrating the 
+ + 

existence of the $(3772) -t DE decay mode. We observe the decay D- + Ks'T-, 

reported here for the first time. With efficiencies taken into account we 

find B(D++ Fr+)/B(D+ + K-lT+T+) = 0.39 f 0.15. 
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Fig. 4. Mass spectra at the q(3772) for five D decay modes. 
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B. Do and D+ Masses 

The calculation of the D mass with equation III.1 implicitly constrains 

the total energy of the decay products of the D to equal the beam energy. 

As the spread in the beam energy WY is much smaller than the spread in the 

measured total energy of the particles, this constraint improves the mass 

resolution by a factor of five to ten over a mass calculation based on the 

measured energy. In addition, the small value of p (about 300 MeV/c) implies 

that the error in the mass due to the error. in p will be small. Overall, 

we expect an rms mass resolution of about 3 MeV/c' which is consistent with 

the data shown in Figure 4. 

In Figure 5 we plot the Do and D+ mass spectra, combining all observed 

decay modes, in 2 MeV/c2 bins. Mass values for the Do and D+ may be obtained 

by fitting this data. We find: 

M = 1863.3 
DO 

2 0.9 MeV/c2 

and 
M 

D+ 
= 1868.3 + 0.9 'MeV/c2 . 

The quoted errors include statistfcal (0.3 to 0;4 MeV/c2) and systematic 

(0.8 MeV/cL) contributions with the major systematic uncertainties coming 

from the absolute momentum calibration (0.5 MeV/c') and from the long term 

monitoring of EB'(0.5 MeV/c2). These errors do not include a 0.13% un- 

certainty in the absolute energy calibration of SPEAR. The D mass values 

are thus relative to the mass of the $ with the $ mass taken to be 3095 MeV/c'. 

The D+-Do mass difference is determined more accurately than the indi- 

vidual masses due to the cancellation of several systematic errors. 

We find: 

M -M 
D+ Do 

= 5.0 f 0.8 MeV/c2 . 
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For a discussion of the D* masses and D* + DIT Q values see the report 

of Goldhaber in these proceedings. 

C. D Angular Distributions 

The electromagnetic coupling (at lowest order) requires that at high 

center of mass energkes the e+e- system has J = 1 and J - *l where the z 

z axis is taken to lie along the beam direction. Thus if the D mesons are 

spinless the angular distribution for the D's produced in the reaction 

e+e- * D6 must behave like I Yil(e,$) I T2cLsin2f3 . In Figure 6 we show the pro- 

duction angular distributions for Do + K-IT+ + and D -++ +Kxa. They are 

seen to be consistent with the hypothesis of zero spi$ for the D mesons. (18) 

IV. Anomalous Electron Production 

A? Sources of Anomalous Electrons 

To set the stage for this section, we remind the reader of the 

following two possible sources of anomalous electron production in electron- 

positron reactions: 

(1) Heavy Lepton (T) Production and Decay 

For example: 
e+e- +- -+TT 

f e-3 v e-c l 

(IV.1) 

Evidence for the r was first uncovered in the eU events of Perl. (19,20) 

These early results have been confirmed and extended (21) at both SPEAR (22-25,3) 

and DORIS. (26-28) The decay modes and branching ratios predicted for a lepton 

with mass M(r) f 1.9 GeV/c2, M(.vT) c-9) = 0, and V-A weak interaction couplrng 

are shown in Table III. (30) About 85% of 't decays are expected to yield 

only a single charged particle. Thus about 85% of the events of type IV.1 

will produce only two charged prongs in the final state. 
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f * f 2 - D-Kar (b) 

Fig. 6. Production angular distribution for a) Do@') + 
K%rf and b) Df ?ff +K~IT. 8 is the angle be- 
tween the e+ beam direction and the D momentum. 
The curves represent the expected sin20 dis- 
tribution for spinless D mesons. 
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TABLE III 

Predicted branching ratios for a T- charged lepton with a mass 
an associated neutrino mass of 0.0, and V-A weak interaction 

decay mode branching ratio 
number of 
charged particles 
in final state 

vTe-3 e .20 1 

V,T3 
IJ 

Vp- 

vTK- .01 1 

vp- 

*- 
vTK 

v A- Tl 

vT(hadron continuum)- .18 1, 3, 5 

.20 

.ll 

.22 

.Ol 

.07 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1, 3 
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(3) Charmed Particle Production and Decay 

For example: 

+- ee + DE + possibly other hadrons 

e-Ge (K or K*) (IV.2) 

An anomalous electron signal (31) and an electron-KS correlation, (32) 

possibly arising from cha.rm decay, have been seen at DORIS. (28) we 

expect that most of the time events of the type IV.2 will produce more 

than two charged prongs in the final state. 

The two sources listed above will provide a framework for the lnter- 

pretation of our experimental results. As indicated, heavy lepton pro- 

duction will yield mainly two-prong events, and anomalous electron events 

due to charm will produce mainly multiprong events. It is therefore con- 

venient for ustoanalyze our data separately for the two-prong and multi- 

prong categories. This is a first order attempt at separating the charm -t 

e signal from the r -+ e signal. 

B. The Identification of Electrons in the Lead Glass Wall 

One of the major experimental problems in the measurement of the 

anomalous electron signal is the identification of electrons in a large 

background flux of hadrons. To perform this identification we have used a 

lead glass system which covers about 10% of the solid angle of the Mark I 

detector (see Figure 1). This lead glass detector consists of: 

(1) a 2 x 26 array of lead glass active converters, 3X0 deep (dimensions 

10 x 11 x 90 cm3), 

(2) a 14 x 19 array of lead glass "back blocks", 10 X0 deep (dimensions 

15 x 15 x 32 cm3), and 

(3) a set of three magnetostrictive spark chambers (for shower position 

information). 
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This lead glass wall subtends the polar angles 60° < CI < 120' and azimuthal 

angles -20° < Q < 20°. 

The energy calibration of the lead glass system uses electrons of 

known energy from Bhabha scattering. The response of the lead glass wall 

to Bhabha electrons is shown in Figure 7. The energy resolution is given 

by o/E z 9%/fi (partfcle energy E in GeV). This resolution is degraded from 

5X/& due to the presence of the 1 X0 aluminum coil of the Mark I magnet 

which precedes the lead glass wall. 

The‘identification of particles that enter the lead glass system is 

based on the energy deposited in the active converter counters (EAG) 

and on the energy deposited in the back block counters (EBB). The criteria 

for identifying a particle as an electron are: 

(1) The total energy deposited in the lead glass system ETOT = EAc + EBB 

is approximately equal to the particle momentum p as measured in the Mark I 

detector, 

(2) The amount of energy deposited in the active converters is substantially 

greater than the 80 MeV expected for a non-interacting particle, and 

(3) A significant amount of energy is deposited in the back blocks. (This 

criterion is used only for the multiprong analysis.) 

In our analysis at this time we restrict ourselves to particle momenta 

greater than 400 MeV/c to insure a clean separation between electrons and 

hadrons. 

For both the two-prong and multiprong analyses, we show in Table IV 

the cuts used to identify an electron, the average electron identification 

efficiency (E), and the average probability that a hadron is identified as 

an electron (Ph -t e). The measurement of E is based on a sample of electrons 

from the reactions e+e- + e+ey and e+e-e+e-. Ph -+ e has been measured 
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the total energy measured in the lead glass 
wall (ELGw) divided by the beam energy for electrons from 
the reaction e+e' + e+e'. The beam energy is 3.2 GeV. The 
energy resolution is o ELGW/ELGW = 5.1%. 
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using multihadronic events from J, decay. (We assume there is no anomalous 

electron signal at the JI.) The specific criteria for identifying an electron 

are more restrictive for the multiprong sample than for the two-prong sample 

since the hadronic background relative to the signal is much greater in the 

multiprong events. 

TABLE IV 

Lead glass wall electron identification criteria, average electron 
identification efficiency (E) and average probability that a hadron is 
identified as an electron (P h + e>. EAC is the energy measured in the 
active converters, EBB is the energy measured in the back blocks, ETGT = 
EAc + Ebb, and p is the particle momentum (expressed in GeV). 

ETo+’ cut 

EAC cut 

EBB cut 

6 

'h+ e 

Two Prong 
Analysis 

0.65 < ETOT /p < 1.5 

E AC > 0.15 GeV 

-4-m 

89% 

1.7% 

Multiprong 
Analysis 

EToT/p > Min[0.8, 0.65 + O.l5(p-0.4)] 

and EToT/p < 1.5 

EAC > Max[3,15 GeV, 0.25 p] 

E BB ' 0.1 P 

79% 

0.7% 
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An important source of background for the anomalous electron signal is 

y conversion or Dalitz decay in which one member of the-e+e- pair has a.low 

momentum and is therefore undetected. This background can be expressed 

as an increase in the values of P h -+ e quoted in Table IV by about 0.3%. 

This number is determined by measuring e+e- pairs with both particles 

detected, then extrapolating to the case of pairs with one low momentum'e. 

C. Two-Prong Events 

We now consider the sample of events in which two charged particles 

of opposite electric charge are observed in the detector, and at least 

one of these particles is detected in the lead glass wall. (Only analysis 

of the energy regions 4.15, 4.4-5.7 and 6.4-7.4'GeV will be discussed here. 

Analysis of the $(3772) data has nat yet been completed.) We further select 

our events with the following criteria: 

(1) The momentum of the particle in the lead glass wall must be greater 

than 400 MeV/c. 

(2) The momentum of the other detected particle 

650 MeV/c. 

(3) The two prongs must be acoplanar about the 

least 20'. 

must be greater than 

incident beams by at 

(4) The square of the missing mass recoiling against the two prongs must 

be greater than 0.8, 1.1, or 1.5 GeV2 for the EC m range 4.15, 4.4-5.7, . . 

or 6.4-7.4 GeV, respectively. 

Criteria (1) and (2) insure good particle indentification in the lead glass 

wall and in the Mark I detector. Criteria (3) and (4) reduce substantially 
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the background from the QED reactions 

+- +- +- + -+- ee +ee,eeyandeeee . 

Particle identification in the Mark I detector is based on pulse 

height in the lead-scintillator shower counters and on penetration through 

the 20 cm thick iron flux return of the magnet. The misidentification pro- 

babilities PD and identification efficiencies CD for the Mark I detector 

are measured with eey events,ppyevents, and hadronic events with 5 or more 

charged prongs. We find Pf ~ h = l%, Pi ~ h = 3%, PD 
h+v 

= 18%, 

CD k) = 89%, ED(h) = 58%, and cD(u) = 94%. These values are averages over 

the observed momentum spectrum; h represents a hadron. 

The two-prong events which pass our cuts are shown in TAble V. They 

are listed according to (1) the identity of the particle in the lead glass 

wall ("e" if it passes the electron cuts; "no e" otherwise), (2) the identity 

of the other prong, and (3) whether or not there are any neutrals detected 

in the event (the notation "y" means that one or more neutrals are detected 

in the lead-sc$titillator shower counters or in the lead glass wall). The 

anomalous electron events of interest to us are in the categories ep, eh, 

epy and ehy. The expected background for these events due to misidentification 

of ee, (no e) h, eey, and (no e) hy events is shown in column 3. The last 

column lists the number of anomalous events after corrections for the back- 

ground listed in column 3, the misidentifications among the anomalous events 

themselves, and the particle identification efficiencies. 
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TABLE V 

Two-Prong Events 

Combined data from EC-m, = 4.15, 4.4-5.7, and 6.4-7.4 GeV. See text 
for event selection criteria. 

Event Category Number of Expected Background Corrected # 
(The first particle Observed Events from ee, eey, (no e)h, of Events 
listed is identified in and (no e)hy Events 
the lead glass wall) 

eu 21 0.4 21.6 + 6.4 

eh 12 3.0 20.5 + 9.6 

ew 8 1.4 3.7 f 4.5 

ehy 19 9.1 24.2 + 12.9 

ee 23 

(no e)h 38 

eey 71 

(no e)hy 122 
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There are 21 eu events detected with a calculated background of 

only 0.4 events from conventional sources and 31 eh and ehy events de- 

tected with a background of 12.1. (33) We attribute the events above 

background to a nonconventional process. 

Next we interpret this anomalous electron signal in the two-prong 

events in the framework discussed in Section 1V.A and hypothesize that 

these events arise from the production and decay of a heavy lepton. 

To be specific we take the properties of the heavy lepton to be: 

M(T) - 1.9 GeV/c2 

M(v ) f = 0 

V-A weak interaction coupling 

IV.3 

These properties are consistent with previous measurements. (19-27) Below 

we check the consistency of the heavy lepton hypothesis with our data. 

ev Events 

We assume the ev events are produced by the process: 

+- +- 
ee +T T 

L 

L 

e-S v 
e T 

p+v 3 
I-lr 

Then the observed cross section o(ep> is given by: 

u(w) -2A U(T+T-) B B 
ev eu 

(IV.4) 

(IV.5) 

where A 
eu 

is the acceptance of the apparatus for the eu events, (s('I+T-) 

is the point-like cross section for e+e- -+TT, ' - and Be(Bv) is the 

branching ratio for,l-T+evev,(pvuvr). Given the properties for r assumed 

in IV.3 we can calculate A 
w 

and o(~+r-). Then assuming Be = BU we cal- 

culate Be from our data. The results are given in Table VI for three 

*. , 

“. 
:.* .,a, :. 

‘( 
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energy regions. 

TABLE VI 

Measured branching ratios Be for r+evevr and Bh for 'c + single charged 
badron + neutrals. The assumptions used in-deriving these results are 
described in the text. Only statistical errors are shown. 

Center of Mass 
.@et&y Region (GeV) B,(X) Bh(x) 

4.15 21.3 + 8.5 37 f 43 

4.,4 - 5.7 20.4 f 5.4 50 5 29 

6.4 - 7.4 24.1 f 4.6 45 + 26 

The agreement between the three values of Be shows that the energy dependence 

of eU production is consistent with the heavy lepton hypothesis. Combining 

the data and including an estimated 20% systematic error we obtain 

Be - (22.4 f 5.5)%. This value is in agreement with previous 

measurements (19,25,26) and with the theoretical expectation of 20%. (34) 

eh and ehy Events 

We assume these events are produced by the reaction: 

e+e- +- -tTT 

I 

L-4 e-G v eT 
(IV.6) 

I GT + single charged hadron + 
possibly additional neutrals 

then: 

o(eh, ehy) - 2 Aeh ~(T+T-) Be Bh (IV.7) 

where Aeh is the acceptance for eh and ehy events and Bh is the branching 
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ratio for 'c + single charged hadron + neutrals. We assume properties IV.3 

for r. In addition, for the calculation of Aeh, we take as a model the 

decays 't + ITV~ and T + pv,. (We expect these decay modes to constitute 

73% of the 'I + single charged hadron decays.) With 

quoted aboveand with our measurements of o(eh, ehy) 

in Table VI. We find Bh = (45 f 19)X, in agreement 

expectation of 45%. (34) 

Momentum and Coplanarity Distributions 

the value of Be 

we evaluate Bh as shown 

with the theoretical 

Figure 8(a)-8(c) shows the corrected momentum distributions for 

(a) the hadrons, (b) the muons, and (c) the electrons in the eu, eh, 

and ehy events. The momentum distributions are given in terms of the 

variable r defined by 

r = (P - P,)/(P,, - PO) (IV.8) 

where p is the particle momentum, p, is the cut-off momentum (p, equals 

650 MeV for the muons and hadrons and 400 MeV for the electrons), and p,, 

is the maximum momentum kinematically allowed in 'c decay assuming properties 

IV.3. The corrected coplanarity angle distribution for all the anomalous 

events is shown in Figure 8(d). 

Figure 8 also shows the distributions expected for heavy lepton pro- 

duction and decay. We again assume the properties IV.3 and a mix of evevT, 

I.lv v Fc 'c' VTv and V~P decay modes as given in Table III. The data are con- 

sistent with the heavy lepton hypothesis. 
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Fig. 8. The distributions for the momentum variable r (defined in the text,) 
for a) the hadrons, b) the muons, and c) the electrons in the 
eu, eh and ehy events. Data from the three energy regions have 
been combined. Shown in d) is the coplanarity angle distribution 
for these two-prong anomalous electron events. The curves show 
the distributions expected for heavy lepton production and decay 
under the assumptions discussed in the text. The curves are 
normalized to the total number of entries in each plot. 
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A word of caution is in order. In our measurements of Be and Bh 

and in the comparison of our data with the results expected from -r pro- 

duction and decay we have assumed that the heavy lepton is the only 

source of the two-prong anomalous electron events. Thus we have ignored 

a possible contribution from semi-leptonic decays of charmed particles. 

D. Multiprong Events 

We now consider the multihadronic events in which: 

(1) a charged particle with momentum greater than 400 MeV/c enters the 

lead glass wall, and 

(2) two or more additional charged particles are observed in the detector. 

The events which pass these cuts are tabulated in Table VII. We show for 

each energy region the number of multiprong events with a particle identi- 

fied as an electron in the lead glass wall. Also shown is the expected 

number of background events due to hadron misidentification and to 

electrons from converted photons or Dalitz decays with one member of the 

e+e- pair undetected. (35) We attribute the electron signal above back- 

ground to a non-conventional source. Correcting the number of electron 

candidate events for background, solid angle and identification efficiency 

of the lead glass wall, and detection efficiency for the other prongs, we 

calculate the cross section for multiprong events with an anomalous electron 

of momentum greater than 400 MeV/c. This is listed in the last column of 

Table VII. We observe a substantial anomalous electron signal in all 

four energy regions. 
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TABLE VII 

Multiprong Events 

See text for event selection. The last column lists the cross section 
a(e, p > 400 MeV/c) for multiprong events with an anomalous electron of 

momentum p greater than 400 MeV/c. 

Number of Number of u(e, p > 400 MeV/c) 
Center of mass electron expected in multiprong events 
energy range (GeV) candidate background (nb) 

events events 

3.76-3.79[$ (3772)] 54 21 0.94 2 0.33 

4.15 55 17 1.29 + 0.44 

4.4-5.7 111 40 0.86 i- 0.25 

6.4-7.4 165 63 0.54 + 0.14 

Total 385 141 

The corrected momentum distributions for the anomalous electrons at the 

$(3772) and at the higher energies are shown in Figures 9 and 10. For com- 

parison we show electron momentum spectra from D meson production (in the 

indicated production channels) with subsequent decay into Kev, or K*ev,. (36) 
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Fig. 9. The momentum spectrum above 400 MeV/c for the anomalous electrons 
produced in multiprong events at the $(3772). The curves show 
the electron spectra expected from D meson production in the 
reaction e+e- + DE followed by the decay D + Kev, or D -f K*ev,. 
The curves are normalized above 400 MeV/c to the total number of 
events. 
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Fig. 10. The momentum spectra above 400 MeV/c for the anomalous electrons 
produced in multrprong events in three center of mass energy 
regfons. The curves show the electron spectra expected from D 
meson production and decay. The decay modes are D + Kev, (dashed 
curve) or D + K*ev, (solrd curve). 
e+e' -+ 25% Dp + 75% D*fl at E 

The production channels are 

E 
= 4.15 GeJ; D*D* for 4.4 < 

< 5.7 GeV; D*@ with D +'&ve 
f:rmi;.4 < EC,, < 7.4 GeV. 

and D*D*ITIT with D + Kev, 
The curves are normalized above 

400 Me/c to the total number of events. 
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Assuming the anomalous electron signal in the multiprong events 

arises from the production and decay of charmed particles, (37) as 

discussed in Section IV.A, we can estimate an average branching ratio 

B c ~ e for charmed particles into electrons. We write: 

B c+e = R(e)/2R(charm) (IV.9) 

where R(e) is the anomalous electron production cross section in 

multiprong events divided by CT 
1-111 

and R(charm) is the cross section for 

production of a pair of charmed particles, also divided by o 
1-11-1' 

To 

evaluate R(e) we need to correct our measured electron cross section for 

the part of the electron spectrum which falls below our cut-off value 

of 400 MeV/c. For an estimate of this correction factor we use the 

curves shown in Figures 9 and 10, with an average over the Kev, and 

K*ev, decay modes. To evaluate R(charm) we assume: 

R(charm) = R - R(r) - R(old) (IV.10) 

where R(T) is the contribution to R from e+e- + T'*- and R(old) is 

the constant R value for e+e- + hadrons below charm threshold. We 

take M(T) = 1.9 GeV/c2 and R(old) = 2.6. 

Table VIII lists our values for R(e), R(charm) and Bc -f e, 

and Figure 11 shows B c ~ e as a function of center of mass energy. 
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TABLE VIII 

Listed are the cross sections divided by a,,,~ for anomalous electron pro- 
duction in multiprong events [R(e)] and for the production of a pair of 
charmed particles [R(ehkm)] . B c+e = R(e)/2R(charm). 

Center of mass 
energy range R(e) R(charm) B 

GeV) 
c ~ e co 

3.76 - 3.79 [$(3772)] 0.25 f 0.09 1.82 zk 0.26 6.8 2 2.9 

4.15 0.40 + 0.16 2.1 f 0.4 9.5 f: 4.2 

4.4 - 5.7 0.36 + 0.13 1.9 + 0.4 9.5 + 4.0 

6.4 - 7.4 0.41 c!I 0.13 1.8 + 0;4 11.4 f 4.4 

The value of Bc ~ e at the $(3772) is our estimate of the branching ratio 

for D mesons into electrons, averaged over the neutral and charged D's. (38) 

At the higher energies Bc -t e may include contributions from other particle 

decays such as the F charmed meson or the charmed baryons. 

V. A Brief Summary 

We conclude with a brief summary of our experimental results. 

(1) We observe a new resonance [$(3772)] in e+e- + hadrons with a mass 

of 3772 2 6 MeV/c2 and which decays into DE. 

(2) We measure the D masses to be: 

and 

with 

MD0 = 1863.3 f 0.9 MeV/c' 

MD+ = 1868.3 k 0.9 MeV/c' 

%+ - MD” = 5.0 f 0.8 MeV/c' . 
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(3) We observe the decay mode D' 
+ 

+ K T- 
S and measure the D production 

angular distribution in e+e- + &(3772) + DE (it is consistent 

with the hypothesis of zero spin for the D mesons). 

(4) We observe anomalous electron production in two-prong events which 

is consistent with the heavy lepton hypothesis. Assuming these 

events come only from T production and decay we measure 

and 

B(T + evevr) = (22.4 2 5.5)X 

B(T + charged hadron + neutrals) = (45 2 19)X 

(5) We observe the production of anomalous electrons in multiprong 

events. Assuming these events come from the production and decay 

of charmed particles we estimate the average branching ratio for 

charmed particles into electrons to be about 10%. 

Finally, I gratefully acknowledge the considerable effort of my 

colleagues on the Lead Glass Wall Collaboration that has been required 

to obtain the results given here. 
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